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Synopsis

Being a mother is hard work, and all mothers deserve a good laugh. If You Give a Mommy a Glass of Wine is a modern mother-honoring parody of a classic children's book.
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Customer Reviews

We all know what motherhood REALLY looks like on the other side of the Instagram feed.... And Renee Charytan has done a superb job of transforming that reality into a hilarious satire that will have you nodding your head in agreement, laughing out loud, and wishing for a glass of wine stat!

If you've ever read Laura Numeroff's "If You Give a Mouse a Cookie" or have shared it with your children, you will definitely get a kick out of this book. It borrows language from the original text but plays on motherhood in a unique and humorous way! The illustrations are whimsical, and the narrative is relatable. This is definitely a great gift to buy any mommy with a healthy sense of humor. Or, be a mommy who treats herself - to this book and a glass (or multiple glasses) of wine!

Great book and so true! I am a mom of two young children (6 and 4) and everything Renee writes is spot on! This book made me smile. Great gift for mother's day or for that mom that needs a drink! I recommend it!

Such a clever play on the give a mouse a cookie series. Every mom can definitely relate. Just bought another one to give a gift for Mother's Day!!
This was an authentic glimpse into a day in the life of moms who share the multiple tasks that we all try to meet with love and patience. I loved the honesty mixed with humor!! Awesome.

Amazing book!! Great play off Laura Numeroff’s "If You Give a Mouse a Cookie". Love it. Hope we see more mommy truths from this talented author. Keep it real, mommy Charytan.

awesome book!

Loved it!! I'm need to get one for each of my wine drinking Mommy friends! 😉
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